
KAMM “LE FESTIVAL DE KAMM” 
2019 

Jean-Louis and Eric Kamm are 
making some of the funnest wines 
in Alsace. Their story is by now 
familiar: they took over the family 
farm, which had been organic in 
the vines and traditional in the 
cellar, and then radicalized the 
cellar work, eschewing lab yeasts 
and chemicals. In keeping with the 
Alsace tradition of blending 
aromatic whites to make a care-
free table wine, this is  a blend of 
Gewurtztraminer, Pinot Gris and 
Auxerrois. But it’s unfiltered and 
wild, giving it a timely freak factor, 
p e r f e c t f o r y o u r s e a s o n a l 
festivities. Get it cold and pour it 
freely with some salty snacks—
salami, nuts, hard cheese. Maybe 
throw in some candy corn for fun. 

LIMUS PINOT NOIR ROSÉ 2019 

For this profile we hand the mic to 
our friend Devin Myers, a local poet 
and winemaker who traveled to 
South Australia to visit Kyatt (right), 
the winemaker at Limus: 

Marine heatwaves. Collapsing the 
great kelp forests off of the Coorong. 
Life is a boat full of ruby and 
chartreuse ghosts. Still steam vapors 
from the earth's birdhouse. Feathers 
melt back to kelp. The limestone 
coast shrieks, exuberant, plotting. 
Caves and sinkholes take flight. They 
fly through the limus,  crepuscular 
with canopy. The lake of Berrin 
wakes, is that us, unswimmable, sonic 
dripping antarctic perfumes. Crater 
sap of the turquoise aftershock. You 
bask, flush in the husk of your 
migration, a floating tooth, knowing 
how dolphins can grow on plants 
and the kinky pleasure of becoming 
the cliff lip.  

Thanks Devin!  

BONHOMME TESNIÈRE BLANC 2018 

Is there a more classic natty white from the 
Loire Valley? 75% Menu Pineau 25% Chenin 
Blanc from one of the most illustrious organic 
vineyards in the region. I always think this wine 
has a hazelnut-apple-earth vibe, which keeps 
me rooted and happy. This vintage is no 
exception. Pierre Olivier-Bonhomme continues 
to show that he can do more than produce fun-
loving, carbo Gamay juice bombs (though I 
love those too). I mean the guy even looks 
more serious these days—————-——————————>  
This is packed with slate-like minerals and 
savory, ripe fruit. I’d save this for a fancier meal—
like a brace of quail stuffed with chestnuts, 
dates and livers. Or for that matter, it would be 
excellent with typical Thanksgiving fare. Enjoy. 
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SARRADELS “MILDIUM” 2018 

Here’s another freaky wine: pet-
nat made from Mourvèdre. 
Sounds like something only an 
American would try to make, but 
I guess there are still surprises in 
France. This one comes from 
Remi Synadinos, who is shaking 
things up in the freewheeling 
region of the Roussillon. Dark 
and frothy, with a nice tannic 
e d g e t e m p e r i n g a l l t h a t 
exuberance, this reminds me of 
old-fashioned Lambrusco, but 
somehow warmer and more 
open. This would play nicely with 
pizza covered in sausage and 
rapini. Or a meatball sub would 
also be just perfect.
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VOTE
But also don’t forget that voting is one of the 
smallest and easiest requirements of living in a 
democracy. There will be lots of work to do after 
November 3rd. 
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